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About This Game

A Mobile-Enhanced Local Co-op RPG for 1-4 Players

Explore the lavish dungeons and tunnels that stretch below Tarnum Fortress and conquer dozens of unique quests and
challenges. Prove your worth on a tactical battlefield, and overpower your foes with strategy, magic and martial prowess. The

Eon Altar’s defenders are many and they are deadly.

Choose to cooperate with your allies or deceive them. Engage them in player to player dialogue to expose the truth in myths and
legends, and guide your hero to their ultimate destiny or defeat.

Your smartphone is your character

Receive personalized secret thoughts from your character direct to your smartphone

Choose whether to share personal information with your friends or use it against them

Upgrade and manage your character without interrupting other players

Control the action from your smartphone with context sensitive information

Couch co-op role-playing game
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Connect your mobile devices to a central platform to coordinate tactics and movement

Play together with up to three friends, or play by yourself in solo mode

Work with your friends, or betray them as you race to fulfill your destiny

Defeat legendary enemies in exciting tactical turn-based combat

An epic story of friendship and betrayal

Experience an epic quest in nine episodic installments filled with action and surprise

Explore a deep, compelling, and original sword-and-sorcery fantasy world

Interact with enemies, allies, and your friends by acting out your character's lines

Make impactful choices and forge your own destiny

Fully-realized, immersive gameplay experience

Gorgeous art and atmospheric environments

Intricate, ancient, and original fantasy setting

NPCs are fully voice acted, but you voice your own character

Epic soundtrack by composer Tom Salta, known for his work on the Halo series

An ancient, malevolent presence stirs within the depths of the Eon Altar, and only a small band of heroes can stop it from
consuming the world. What mysterious force brought you here together? Are you strong enough to stand up to your gods?
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Title: Eon Altar
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Flying Helmet Games
Publisher:
Flying Helmet Games
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800 / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X compatible

Additional Notes: Local WiFi Connection

English
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A bit buggy here and their and spectating your friends is very off. The ball goes anywhere and doesn't always show where it
actually is. A very fun game besides that with people, it would be lonely alone though. Hints the "with friends" part. :(. Its a
good game to past the time.. Basically I would highly recommend this DLC, the models are in extreme details and various
features for you to play. That includes all the lights and also windows and doors.
Also you get the GP35 included in the pack, and what makes me amazed is that the braking pistons actually work when you
observe from the outside which is really cool.
But there are some little downsides, first the lighting effects of the headlights doesn't seem cool, it's basically an image of light
which can be frustrated when you look from other angles. Also, the rain effects on the windows doesn't seem right either. So if
you really want to drive the loco in perfect condition, choose a nice summer day :)
Nevertheless this is a great model and I would like to drive it for quite some time without getting bored.
BTW, the sounds are also awesome. I'd love to see a bunch more helos added, RAH-66 Comanche, AH64 Apache, OH-58
Kiowa, Mi-28 Havoc, Denel Rooivalk and Eurocopter Tiger. This game, while having it's quirks and limitations is actually a
very good football club director simulator. I say director, because there's very little management in the traditional sense. It
focuses more on the business side of things, while keeping a level of simple, distilled gameplay akin to that of the DOS games
of old (Football Limited jumps out as an example).

The game only features the German leagues, and quite unrealistically too, as there are 8 divisions down to what is known IRL as
the Kreisliga (aka City Leagues) but strangely, the game features a completely 1 to 1 linear structure, not the pyramid football
fans are used to.

The match engine is almost non-existent, with opaque number crunching happening behind the scenes and small highlights
appearing every chance or goal, but nevertheless it's solid enough to make the business side of things fun. One gripe I have is
that the engine seems to make a big deal of underestimation, where if you have a vastly superior team, your team has a chance
of completely being swept aside, although I have noticed that upping the win bonus to about 5000 euros and higher offsets this
somewhat, while also giving you an edge in closer matches.

The facilities building feature is great, you get to pick what parts of your stadium and grounds you want to upgrade, and it gives
you a birds eye view of the area, where you can slowly build the crown jewel of your footballing empire. Of course, it's mostly
in 2D but it's a nice touch anyway. Adding crowd capacity is easy, as is upgrading them from standing room, to seating with
roofs. VIP boxes are also a part of the game, and you can even add catering, TV systems and service.

The transfer market is quite iffy though, you can only buy players in January and July, with no ability to offer in the off-period
and get them when the window starts. The negotiations are simple and to the point, as the game will tell you how close you are to
them closing negotiations by shrinking their happiness bar. Contracts are pretty much the same.

You may obtain sponsors, usually a main sponsor with bonuss based on wins, matches, promotiona and avoiding relegation, and
as of update 1.42 you can get other sponsors which just pay a certain fee every month. Also of note is merchandisng, which you
must stock for an entire season before July 15th or risk not being eble to sell anything. It's an exciting system which is certainly
more fun than checking every so often to restock on a permanent basis.

You may buy player insurance which pays you when players get injured, I personally haven't used it, but it's a nice touch. You
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may also speculate on the share market, which I haven't done either. Also of note is socking money away as ban investment and
getting it back a 1 to 7 years later with interest. The longer the term, the higher the interest rate.

Actually setting the formations is a chore that is confusing as hell, which is why I say it's more of a business simlator, it's so
deep in business but lacking in actual management. No tactics to speak of, but I guess that's what makes the game so simple and
fun. Usually, I just hire an assistanr manager to do both training and squad picking.

There's a plethora of stats screens in this game, which is a nice touch. I also love the found a club mode, reminds me a lot of the
days when I played FIFA Manager religiously, back when it was actually good.

Anyway, I guess I should close this review now, so let me outline the pros and cons.

PROS:
* Good football club business sim
* Stadium and ground building is nice
* Financial options are plentiful
* Plenty of stats
* You can hire staff to do the actual football stuff

CONS:
* The actual football side of things is sorely lacking
* The transfer market is confusing and restrictive
* Formations are hard, especially with no tactics
* 30 dollars\/euros\/pounds is a bit much, prices aren't currency converted either.

OVERALL:
A good game for the tycoon guys out there with an interest in football. If you like football management games but find Football
Manager too hard and complex, this could be good for you. If you're a diehard football manager, keep playing FM, you might
not like this. If you love both tycoon games and football, you'll love this game.. far better then the first one graphics are nice too
just barely getting into this game but so far so good i like it I recommend at this time. I got this game with a 75% off coupon
and i would have paid full price looking forward to some of the DLC's now.. This game was short and frustrating. It wouldn't
have been so frustrating if the mouse controls were better, but for some reason, they would basically randomly become sluggish
or warp speed. It was nearly impossible to point to an object on the first try. Most objects required several attempts to point at.
Furthermore, the game is nearly devoid of story. Without giving spoilers, your character gives a background that he's come to
look for his sister in their childhood home where their uncle mistreated him for years. The rest of the story, you uncover
through notes your sister has left about the house. Many of her notes don't even make sense... They're written as though she's
just musing to herself.
Overall, this wouldn't be a bad game if they would just fix the mouse controls, and maybe add a bit more story. For now,
though, I can't recommend it.. I really love this game, and maybe when the dust settles the developer might add a way to change
the color of a plant after it grows, decorate the pots with lights or add more places to put plants or keep plants that you really
like. It\u2019s amazing what one developer made. I love how relaxing it is. No currency, no time limits, just smooth progress.
Sometimes you just need this type of game. My only complaint is that there aren\u2019t enough variety in the succulent plants. I
have a huge stockpile of small to medium green succulent plants. My hope is that eventually every word will be super unique. I
know it will take time, but maybe one day. I recommend this game if you want to relax and type in silly words that turn into fast
growing plants.
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I love those games that start you off with an awesome gun and you can just plow your way through the first section, of course as
the intensity builds up those power ups will come in hand and don’t worry, there’s plenty of them in this game, pumping you up
like a hamster on steroids.

Full Review Here:
http://igdsunshinemag.com/Mag/awa-full-review/

. Oh. My. Gosh. No. Just, no. This is the worst Nancy Drew game I have ever played! I played it for quite a while, holding out
the hope that the game would get better, but it just kept getting worse, and worse....and worse. What is going on with Her
Interactive these days??

For starters, here's what Just Adventure said about this game in a rewiew on the store page: "Nancy Drew fans will NOT be
disappointed in this latest installment. It\u2019s a solid game effort by Her Interactive and those who might have been passing
on the Nancy Drew series might just want to give this one a try. In my opinion, The White Wolf of Icicle Creek is an excellent
step in the right direction.\u201d

Why are gaming companies like this the ones that are making reviews on Nancy Drew games?? All they say is good stuff about
the game that is just not true, and completely leave out the major problems the games have. I'm a huge fan of Nancy Drew
games, and did give this one a try, but after playing it, I AM disappointed, and would definitely recommend giving this one a
pass! :\/ Being a huge fan of Nancy Drew games, I was excited to see what this one had to offer, since the older ones were so
good. But after getting only halfway through, I was already bored and frustrated to death with it, so much, that I didn't even
bother to finish the game; just quit out, and watched the ending on youtube (only to discover, surprise, suprise, that the
difficulty of the ending, to get the culprit, was just awful. Worst Nancy Drew ending I have ever seen by far, and just makes me
glad that I pulled out of the game before getting to that point, getting even more disappointed). Yeah, it's that bad.

I love the older Nancy Drew games, which have greater story plots, and MUCH easier puzzles, but the newer ones are just
getting worse and worse. I've been playing from the very first Nancy Drew game, and am up to this one, and most of them have
actually been good. But some of them are really bad: puzzles and riddles that are too frustrating, chores that are too hard or too
many, etc. With each new game Her Interactive makes, they are just failing to deliver. They seem to think that the harder the
puzzles are, the more fun the games are. It's good when the puzzles give you a challenge (otherwise it would be boring), but
they're overdoing it! The last Nancy Drew game I enjoyed was #13, Last Train to Blue Moon Canyon, but I haven't seen a good
Nancy Drew game since that point. This game is the one I'm up to at the moment, and I can say without a doubt that it's the
worst one so far:

For starters, in this game, the difficulty of the puzzles and riddles is absolutely insane, even in Juniour Detective, which is just
ridiculous. There's a puzzle at one point where you have to make Nancy jump over ice to get to a jacket, so she doesn't freeze
from hypothermia, but the solution is completely unpredictable: meaning, the solution is random every time, so there is literally
not one single walkthrough anywhere that can give a solution to this. You literally have to figure out the solution out on your
own.
And the riddles are so confusing, it makes my head spin to even think about it. It's so frustrating trying to work out what the
clues mean, it just doesn't leave any room for you to have fun at all. And when I followed the walkthrough properly, some event
still did not trigger somehow, so I was literally stuck in the game, and couldn't move forward.

And the chores, the chores, oh my goodness! I don't mind doing chores in games, I actually really like doing chores and errands
for people in games, but they do it too much in this game! So much, that you spend the majority of the game doing chores, and
not the actual story, and it just makes you soo stressed out! At the start of the game, when Nancy is at the lodge, she makes the
ridiculous decision to be the lodge's maid AND cook, which is why you are up to your ears in chores for the majority of the
case: Not only do you have to tidy up guest's messy beds and take out their dirty laundry before 12:PM, you have to make
multiple trips to the kitchen to cook meals for up to 6 guests at a time, at 3 different times of the day: breakfast (7-8AM), lunch
(12-1PM), and dinner(6-7PM)! Sure, making the actual meals for the guests is enjoyable at the start, but then you have to do it
over, and over....and over.
And the name of the wolf (which just gave me chills, and really makes me mad) is - ISIS; the name of the terrorist group that
has been (and still is) responsible for killing millions from bombings. Out of all the names Her Interactive could have picked,
that's the one they picked. Makes me really wonder what kinds of people are behind the Her Interactive company. Why not
something like Storm, Mist, or Blizzard?
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Anyway, I'm out. This game has left me feeling drained, and as Nancy Drew fan, I can't in good conscience recommend this
game to any Nancy Drew fan, or to anyone, really. - 0\/10. It just doesn't have the classic quality of the older games. If any
Nancy Drew games in the future are like this one, it might just turn me off to the whole series. The graphics in the newer games
are great, but the older Nancy Drew games, not the newer ones, are the reason why I became a fan of Nancy Drew games,
because they weren't so complicated; the puzzles weren't so insanely hard, and when you did have chores to do, they were much
MUCH less, and more simple and fun to do! Her Interactive started bringing in these ridiculous chores since the Secret of
Shadow Ranch, and they've been doing it ever since (there aren't any chores in Last Train to Blue Moon Canyon, though, which
is why I love that game). I hope this is just a phase Her Interactive is going through, with the chores, and hope it ends soon,
because the chores do nothing but take away from the quality of the Nancy Drew games. I think Her Interactive is just trying too
hard to impress with the puzzles and chores, and just need to tone it down. Sometimes, games are just better when they're nice
and simple. Please, just go back to the classics, Her Interactive :\/

P.S. I do have one of the latest Nancy Drew games (case 25), Alibi in ashes, where there are no chores at all in that game, not
even once. And silent Spy (case 29) doesn't have chores, either. So I'm thinking that, at some point in the series, Her Interactive
realized, from fans' bad reviews, that the chores were a bad mistake, and just not the way to go, so they chucked it. This has
restored my faith in Her Interactive making good games. Now all they have to do is come up with puzzles that are actually fun to
play; ones that give a fun challenge, but aren't frustrating enough to make you look at the walkthrough. The majority of the
puzzles Her Interactive comes up with are bad, unfortunately :\/ As a Nancy Drew fan, though, I'll always hold out the hope that
they will come up with fun puzzles. Because they have managed to come up with a few really fun puzzles; just hardly any,
though :\/. Airbuccaneers is an amazing, great concept. I would absolutly buy and play a full out console version. This game is
about two teams, Vikings and Buccaneers, in a sky battle. I love the thought that the creators but behind each ship. The ships
that you can control vary from hang-gliders to 1 person ballons all the way to a huge command ship. Each base is well defended
with ground cannons and gametypes include a king-of-the-hill and normal points battle. The characters have great items that can
be equiped.

The main problem is THAT NO REAL PLAYERS ARE EVER ON THE SERVERS! They have bots that fill a few spaces on
each team, but nothing like the game play shown in the trailer. I would not recommend this game until it becomes populated, but
I have little hope that this game will make a comeback.. this game is good its cheap and fun to play i recommend this game its
awsome
. \u043d\u0435 \u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u043f\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0436\u0435 \u043d\u0430
\u0433\u043e\u043b\u044c\u0444 \u0442.\u043a \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435 \u043d\u0435\u0442
\u043a\u043b\u044e\u0448\u043a\u0438, \u044d\u0442\u043e \u0441\u043a\u043e\u0440\u0435\u0435
\u0431\u0440\u043e\u0441\u043a\u0438 \u043c\u044f\u0447\u0430 \u0432\u0432\u0435\u0440\u0445.
\u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0440\u0435\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e \u0441\u043b\u043e\u0436\u043d\u0430\u044f,
\u0434\u0443\u043c\u0430\u044e \u043c\u0430\u043b\u043e \u043a\u0442\u043e \u0441\u043c\u043e\u0433
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0439\u0442\u0438 \u0434\u043e \u043a\u043e\u043d\u0446\u0430. A very interesting expansion that
adds new features. Personally i think the Forgotten are a pain to use because of their way of getting technology but thats just
because I don't play them correctly
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